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Chapter 1754 Dog Daughter

The people at the scene calmed down with Su Hongxiu’s little finger.

Everyone looked at Wiliam, with an inexplicable jealousy in their eyes.

Even Wiliam felt goosebumps all over his body.

This woman is doing something!

Su Yongcun’s face flushed with anger.
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dog girl!

To make such a frivolous action in front of so many people!

Shame on Sven!

Shame on Sven!
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However, Su Yongcun had another idea in his heart.

It seems that my daughter is quite interested in Wiliam.

Why didn’t Wiliam agree to come down last night!

With this promise, isn’t there so much to do?
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Lang Youqing concubine is interested, when the two meet, I will go!

How wonderful!

Dog Luye!

What kind of innocence!

“Oh? Does Hongxiu know this young man?” Even Su Changsheng was interested
and couldn’t help asking.
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However, his question was immediately taken over by Su Yongcun.

“That’s not necessarily true. Wiliam’s face looks like the most handsome boy in
the audience. Which girl is not pregnant? My daughter is also a natural beauty,
and if she can match her, it is natural to have a jade tree. I think my daughter has
good eyesight. Very good.” Su Yongcun said lightly.

When he said this, he was also holding his breath.

These words pushed Wiliam to the cusp of the storm, making everyone feel
envious, jealous and hateful towards Wiliam.

On the other hand, it can be regarded as a reluctance to find a reason for his
daughter.

Gou Luye, if you don’t make me feel better, I won’t make you feel better either.

See for yourself how it ends!

Wiliam’s appearance is indeed the best among these men in the audience.

Just after Su Yongcun said this, everyone immediately became dissatisfied with
Wiliam.

What does this mean?

None of the sons we were present were sons, just Wiliam?

Looks good enough to eat?

Everyone looked at Wiliam with angry eyes.



Wiliam’s heart is bitter!

Sure enough, if there is a father, there must be a daughter.

A daughter is not a good thing, and this father is also a dog.

The two of them stumbled upon me together.

Wiliam still maintained a calm attitude in the eyes of everyone.

There is no sign of taking power at all.

The people in the audience went crazy again after a short absence, and rushed to
the stage again.

This time, I couldn’t stop it.

The charm of Su Hongxiu, no one in the world of flowers can resist.

What’s more, it’s in the group of the Hanzhouzhe people, which is closed all the
year round.

Howmany women can there be here, and how many beauties can there be?

So even if everyone knows that this is a poison, they should swallow it bravely.

Su Yongcun had no choice but to start registering the participants.

Of course, many of those who were ineligible for the competition were
eliminated.

But the final total number reached 150.

One hundred and fifty boys, competing for five matchmakers.

No, it should be said to be competing for a Su Hongxiu.

This ratio has reached an unprecedented horror.

It also completely broke the number of participants over the years.
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Even the past few sessions combined, there are not as many as today.

Su Hongxiu looked at these sons on the stage, then covered her mouth and
laughed lightly.

Then, out of the corner of her eye, she glanced at Wiliam, and made a silent
gesture towards Wiliam.

Thumbs down, mocking Wiliam for not daring to come up.

Wiliam pretended not to have seen it, and talked to Feng Xue one by one.

On the other hand, Su Lanbo had a panoramic view of all this.
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The hatred for Wiliam in his eyes grew stronger.

However, he forcibly suppressed this hatred, as if there were other plans that
would allow him to endure this monstrous hatred.

The game finally slowly kicked off.

Five matchmakers were arranged to sit on both sides of the stage to watch the
game together.
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And the 150 sons were divided into five groups, and five people at a time
conducted the so-called test.

This test has a professional name, called “Jiangshan extradition”.

Soon, five young people stood in front of the five transparent square seals.

The five people held their breaths and fell into a kind of silence that
communicated with the Jiangshan Prayer Seal.
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The people at the scene also quieted down, for fear that a little breathing noise
would affect the performance of these five children.

I saw a wisp of invisible blue-green aura slowly steaming up from the prayer seal
of Jiangshan.

Seeing this ray of greenish air, the people at the scene couldn’t help but scream
out, but they were immediately restrained.

The turquoise air slowly evaporated, drifting towards one of the square seals at a
turtle speed.

The young man standing on this square seal had dense beads of sweat on his
head.
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Obviously, it took a lot of effort to make this turquoise aura slowly approach.

However, the turquoise aura seemed to be resisting something, and it seemed to
be playing a game.

Sometimes forward, sometimes slowly shrinking back.

This made the people at the scene anxious, holding their breaths, silently
shouting in their hearts to fast forward to the Sifang Seal.

Finally, with the young man doing his best, this azure air gradually penetrated
into the seal of the four directions.

The Sifang Seal is like a container. With the extradition of the azure air, it is like a
glass of clear water has penetrated into a little turquoise.

At the bottom, the air of green and green is still slowly wandering.

And the young man finally couldn’t hold it any longer, and fell to the ground with
a clatter, making a loud noise.

The silence of the other four was instantly broken by the sudden sound.

One by one, their legs were sitting on the ground weakly, obviously unable to do
so.

Among the five young people in the first round, only one young man successfully
extradited a trace of spiritual energy.



There was a thunderous applause at the scene.

According to past experience, those who can successfully extradite spiritual
energy are considered talented people.

This kind of person, it is estimated that only one out of a dozen or twenty people
can come out.

This young man has undoubtedly made a good start to the Caixiu Erlang Festival.

Even Su Yongcun and Su Changsheng nodded in satisfaction.

That complacent expression seems to be saying that there are talented people in
the country, and this younger generation of Hanzhou people can still live up to
expectations.

The young man stood up reluctantly, wiped the sweat from his face lightly, and
bowed his hands in all directions to express his gratitude.

The attitude is rather modest.

The scene immediately returned to him even more warm applause.

Su Hongxiu also raised her hand and patted it twice, expressing some
encouragement to the young man.

This undoubtedly stimulated the atmosphere of the scene even more.

It seems that Su Hongxiu, this peerless beauty, really likes talented men.

In this case, there is a fight.

But amidst the applause, a sour voice sounded out of time.

“Cut, it’s just a ray of spiritual energy, it’s just shameful.”
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